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Abstract 

Customers of the bank need to hedge their exposure to interest rates risk on long term debt in 

order to protect themselves against adverse interest rate movements and request a fixed 

interest rate from the bank for this purpose. The bank in turn needs to go to the financial 

markets and off-set its risk by entering into an interest rate swap at the given market rates. 

The fixed interest rate quoted to the customer should therefore be market related to support 

the business model of the bank and prevent it from taking on undue interest rate risk. 

The existing system used for this purpose is a cumbersome manual process and a new quick 

usable system at the fingertips of the Relationship Executives would give the bank a 

competitive advantage over banks using manual systems. In order for this system to be 

effective and adopted by the Relationship Executives the design of a user centred system and 

in particular the user interface becomes of the utmost importance. 

In our search towards an interactive mobile fixed rate calculator, in this dissertation, we are 

interested in the human-centred design and in particularly exploring the mobile user interface 

design and the user experience (usability) thereof. A mobile solution will allow real time rate 

quotes to Relationship Executive while they are on the move or out of the office rather than a 

desktop application. 

The methodology adopted was to make use of a structured approach for observation and 

scenario creation in the design by starting with a contextual inquiry. As the users are the most 

important stakeholders in user-centred design we made use of participatory design techniques 

as the users are seen as active collaborators rather than passive participants. While traditional 

design approaches focus on observations and questionnaires participatory design focuses on 

the user, what they think, feel and dream. In this study we make use of proven participatory 

design techniques namely the CARD (Collaborative Analysis of Requirements & 

Design)/CUTA (Collaborative User' Task Analysis) and PICTIVE (Plastic Interface for 

Collaborative Technology Initiatives through Video Exploration) methods of design. The 

outcome of these methods resulted in a low-fidelity paper prototype which then evolved to a 

low-fidelity software prototype. Finally, we evaluated the usability of this mobile interface 

design. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1. Introduction 
The mobile banking market has grown significantly over the last several years with many 

financial institutions offering some form of mobile service to their customers. According to 

the Mobile Banking Associaion (2009) most large U.S. banks offers a basic mobile solution 

to their customers. The most common services available are: 

• Account balances, updates and history 

• Account alerts, security alerts and reminders 

• Customer service via mobile 

• Branch or ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) location information 

• Electronic bill payments delivered by secured agents and mobile client applications 

• Funds transfers 

• Transaction verification 

However, Hatch (2008) points out that a large number of companies are rapidly undertaking 

mobile BI (Mobile Business Intelligence) owing to market pressures such as the need for 

higher efficiency in business processes, improvement in employee productivity (e.g. time 

spent looking for information), better and faster decision making, better customer service, 

and delivery of real-time bi-directional data access to make decisions anytime and anywhere. 

Fitzgerald (2010) states that Gartner analyst Ted Friedman believes that mobile delivery of 

business intelligence is all about practical, tactical information needed to make immediate 

decisions. "The biggest value is in operational business intelligence information in the 

context of applications, knowledge pushing lots of data to somebody's phone." The real-time 

flow of bi-directional data in a mobile fixed rate calculator will improve the efficiency and 

speed in the delivery of a fixed interest rate contract to the customers of the bank. 

1.1. Motivations 

1.1.1. Customer Fixed Interest Rate Loans 

Sullivan (2003) states that an interest rate is the price a borrower pays for the use of money 

they borrow from a lender; for instance a small company might borrow capital from a bank to 

buy new assets for their business, and interest is the return a lender receives for deferring the 

use of funds, by lending it to the borrower. 

Volatility in interest rates is a given as the economy follows a cyclical trend. In order for the 

borrower to protect against future adverse interest rate movements the interest rate may be 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Marshall & Bansal (1992) point out that the yield curve is not static. It is continuously 

changing in response to evolving market conditions. Such shifts, however, are usually not 

parallel. Rather, the short-maturity end of the curve (short end) might shift by more than the 

long-maturity end (long end) or vice versa. The financial market yield curve (see figure 1) is 

the starting point for all interest related pricing by the bank. From this curve the bank 

determines the risk-free fixed interest rate for a specific customer for a specific term and 

allows the quote to be valid for 30 minutes even if the yield curve moves during this time. 

This riskless rate forms the base fixed interest rate for the contract with the customer and 

statutory costs, consisting of cash reserving costs and liquid asset cost, as determined from 

time to time are added. Depending on the liquidity position of the bank a liquidity premium 

may be added to the base rate and statutory costs. Finally a customer credit risk margin is 

added to arrive at an all-in customer fixed rate. This credit risk margin is determined by the 

risk profile determined by the bank for every customer. 

The validity period of 30 minutes of the fixed rate quote allows a window of opportunity for 

the customer to accept the fixed rate quote or reject it. The bank in tum needs to go to the 

financial markets and off-set the risk of future interest rate movements by entering into an 

interest rate swap at the given market rate (see figure 2.). Should the quote be accepted by the 

customer the bank will enter into the interest rate swap agreement with a counterparty to 

hedge its own position. The interest rate quoted to the customer will be in the format as per 

table 1 reflecting the all in fixed rate to be off-set in the market. 

Table 1: Example of a fixed interest rate quote for a specific customer 

This is an example quote at a specific point in time for a specific term, say 10 years. 

Fixed Term Base Rate 8.70% 

Statutory costs - Cash Reserving & Liquid asset costs 

Liquidity Risk Premium 

Credit risk margin (the bank's margin) 

All in customer fixed rate 

.30% 

.l5% 

3.00% 

12.15% 

Marshall & Bansal (1992) indicates that hedging takes place when the bank does an opposite 

transaction in the derivative financial market to swap a variable interest rate cash flow for a 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

• The Relationship Executive must establish whether the proposed fixed rate customer falls 

within the National Credit Act or not. This is done without the required information being 

readily available and requires further investigation into the qualifYing criteria; 

• Obtaining a market related fixed rate quote by the Relationship Executive is difficult as at 

least two centralised departments (Structured Product and Treasury) are involved and the 

mode of communication is by phone or e-mail; 

• After the fixed rate quote is given by the Treasury Department the validity period to 

establish a market related hedge in the derivative market is 30 minutes. Once this time 

expires a new quote must be obtained as there may have been movements in the yield 

curve SInce; 

• Once the customer accepted the fixed rate quote a contract must be drawn up and signed 

by the customer and the bank. 

This manual fixed rate process place tremendous strain on resources: 

• Time 

• 

• 

• 

• 

- The process is time consuming using time that the Relationship Executive could spend 

with other customers. 

- As the fixed rate quote is only valid for 30 minutes this deadline is often missed 

resulting in the process to be repeated for a new quote. 

- Time is wasted as the process to contact centralised department e.g. Structured Products 

and Treasury by phone or e-mail is slow. 

People 

- Comprehensive training needs to be provided to the Relationship Executives to prevent 

human errors in the execution of the process. 

- More Relationship Executives are required to service the customers in view of the 

slowness of the process. 

Finance 

- Costly investigations and loss of income may result should human error in the manual 

process cause incorrect fixed rate quotes. 

Marketing 

- Marketing efforts are curtailed in view of the processes not being customer friendly as 

delays in rate quoting are experienced. This would sometimes lead to customers accepting 

fixed rate quotes from competitors. 

Operations 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

- the processes have too many manual intervention allowing for human error. 

The solution may be an application that ties all the information together in one place on a 

platform that people take with them. A mobile system would therefore be the ideal solution as 

it would be a system which would allow the Relationship Executive to have immediate real 

time access to market interest rates and other relevant information while at the customer's 

premises or on the move. This would allow the Relationship Executive to properly negotiate 

and set the fixed interest rate for the customer. This will allow for the transaction to be 

concluded within' the timeframe of 30 minutes without placing the bank at any undue interest 

rate risk. A web based solution would not allow the same flexibility as experienced by a 

mobile solution. 

The challenge is to design a system that is useful that would provide an overall pleasant 

experience. Jones & Marsden (2006) considers two useful ways of improving the overall user 

experience. The first concerns the identity of a product - the message the design sends to the 

user; the way it makes them feel and act. Then there's the need to extend the influence of 

interaction design beyond the technology itself to the whole package presented to the user: 

the marketing, customer care, charging plans, etc. In both cases, the aim is to present the user 

with an experience that is solid, distinct, understandable, trustworthy and satisfying. 

1.1.3. Mobile User Interface Design 

Mobile technology is not fully used in the South African banking sector. Although mobile 

technology is used where clients interact with the bank to conduct their daily banking, it is 

not used in the internal processes of the bank to assist in delivery of enhanced products. Most 

banks use mobile technology to deliver e-mail communication where technology such as 

Blackberry phones and Blackberry Enterprise Servers make use of "push technology" to 

deliver e-mail messages. The delivery of an interactive mobile fixed rate quote calculator that 

the Relationship Executive can use whenever they are the customer's premises or at any 

different location would be a first in the South African banking sector. 

1.1.4. User Centred Design 

A fixed rate calculator with mobile interaction will provide the Relationship Executive with 

the ability to price the customer effectively at their business premises and enhance the 

delivery of this product. However, the users (Relationship Executives) should be central to 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

the design and particularly the user interface thereof. They should accept or "buy in" to the 

design and it should provide a pleasant usability to the Relationship Executives; in other 

words, it should be a user centred design. The focus of this study will be the user centred 

design of the calculator and especially the interface design. 

In addition, this research pursues the interface design of the calculator resulting in a paper 

prototype and ultimately an e-prototype. This research will not go beyond the interface design 

of the quote calculator, and future research may well include design of a fully workable fixed 

interest rate system which will include the establishment of the fixed rate contract with the 

customer. 

1.2. Research Objectives 

The research is aimed at answering the following questions: 

1. Is it possible to make use of user centred design techniques and methods to 

effectively design a mobile interface that includes all the elements and functionality 

needed to obtain a fixed rate quote for a customer? 

2. Does the evaluation of the Interface Design using Conceptual Model Extraction 

indicate a design that is in line with the mental model of the users? 

Will the existing Relationship Executives be able to use the tool to complete the tasks 

successfully? By successfully, we expect the Relationship Executives to use the interface 

to complete a task more efficiently and effectively than with existing methods. 

Will the usability of the interface design be such that the Relationship Executives "buy

in" and want to use the interface? A low level prototype will be produced for this 

purpose. 

1.3. Organisation of this dissertation 

This thesis is organised into the following chapters. 

In Chapter 2 we provide an integrated, organized overview of significant literature published 

on our research topic of user centred design, user interface design and mobile interaction 

design. The methodology used in this thesis is explained in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

participative design work sessions and the results thereof to produce a first paper prototype of 

the interface and the evolving e-prototype that follows. The e-Prototype is then evaluated 

using the Conceptual Model Extraction technique. This is followed by a conclusion in chapter 

5 on the research questions raised and possible future research. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.Background 
In this chapter, we review and evaluate the existing literature regarding the issues of 

developing a mobile interaction interface design for a customer fixed rate calculator for use 

by the Relationship Executives of a South African bank. The headings described in this 

chapter are based on the topics established in the motivations section in the introduction 

chapter. 

2.1. User Centred Interface design 

The topic of designing a mobile user centred interface was briefly introduced in the previous 

chapter. 

In this section, we examine this topic in more detail. We consider participatory or 

collaborative design and prototyping in more detail with emphasis on interface design. 

Tim Brown (2008) defines "design thinking" as a methodology that includes the full 

spectrum of innovation activities with a human-centred ethos. He explains that innovation is 

powered by a thorough understanding of what people want and need in their lives. He 

describes it as a discipline that uses the designer's sensibility and methods to match peoples' 

needs with what is technologically feasible and what a viable business strategy can convert 

into customer value and market opportunity. 

In our search towards the usability of an interaction mobile fixed rate calculator, in this 

dissertation, we are interested in the human-centred design and in particularly exploring the 

mobile user interface design and the usability thereof. User centred design is a multi

disciplinary design approach focusing on the user (Moa et. aI., 2005). The goal is to better 

understand the user and the task analysis. 

Pekkola, et. aI. (2006) points out that in the past numerous information system development 

(ISD) projects have failed. Budgets or deadlines have been exceeded or a significant portion 

of features is excluded from the final implementation. Regardless of the type of failure, the 

reasons can often be traced back into inadequate and incomplete requirements specification. 

The process of requirements development and specification - elicitation, analysis and 

validation throughout the development process - is complex even when designing 'simple' 

single user systems. This is because often users cannot properly articulate their needs. 

Obtaining the proper user requirements and needs for an information system development is 

part of a user centred design and without this the project would not be successful. Various 

methods may be used to gather user requirements e.g. Contextual Inquiry, Artefact 
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2. BACKGROUND 

Walkthroughs, Participatory Design methods, Traditional ISD methods, Technology Probes, 

and Model Driven Development to name a few. 

According to Jones & Marsden (2006) technology probes may be used to assist in gathering 

information where prototypes are installed and people's behaviour with and around them are 

studied. This may sound like the standard design practice of evaluating a prototype in 

context; however, these pieces of technology are not designed to meet a specific need, tightly 

providing a constrained set of services; rather, they facilitate a basic activity - such as 

communication - in a way that is very simple for the user to operate and also highly 

accommodating of their whims. 

Bergman (2010) sees Model Driven Development (MDD) as a technical leT design 

approach which divides software design into two distinct phases. Firstly, the software 

functionality is modelled in a modelling language such as Unified Modelling Language 

(UML). UML provides a method for visualizing and modelling software architecture, 

including the actors in the system, the business processes, the software processes, and 

database transactions and messaging. Importantly, a UML model of a system is independent 

of the underlying implementation technology. In the second stage of software design, the 

UML description is translated, either manually or automatically, into a particular 

implementation, using specific software components, database systems, messaging systems, 

and distributed systems middleware. The principles of MDD will be used to provide a means 

of describing the system's operation separate from the underlying implementation 

technology. MDD is therefor rather a valuable addition to methods used for gathering user 

requirements and needs by modelling functionality. 

Pekkola, et. al. (2006) indicates that Traditional ISD methods have proved to be insufficient 

in involving users in the design, since the methods are not flexible enough for changing 

situations, environment and context. One reason for the deficiencies in ISD methods and 

obscurities in systems development is the difficulty of anticipating its use in working 

environment. As a consequence of this, systems developers cannot create complete use cases 

or make appropriate design decisions. Instead, they have to rely on end-users and consider 

them as the sources of information and most important factors in successful systems 

development. User participation is especially critical when anticipating the changes the 
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2. BACKGROUND 

system will cause when it is introduced into an organisation or when acquiring appropriate 

domain knowledge. 

Lee (2007) describes that the Participatory Design approach has been known to be very 

useful to elicit users' tacit and latent needs, and thus can provide abundant data on user's 

cognitive process for design. Participatory design process uses stakeholders' collective 

generatively rather than a designers' individual creativity to solve design problems that are 

very specific to the context. By analysing what users create, researchers can elicit users' tacit 

needs, which cannot readily be expressed in words. 

We start the PD (Participatory Design) with a Contextual Inquiry and Requirements Analysis. 

The basic method of research in a Contextual Inquiry involves observing people as they go 

about their work and identifying the tools they use and the problems they encounter while 

performing certain tasks. 

Bergman (2010) advocates that Participatory Design is a technique which has been used 

successfully for more than 20 years in the design of technology. The key principle ofPD is to 

actively involve the real end users of the system in the design, implementation and evaluation 

of the systems that they will use. 

Lim & Stolterman (2006) concludes that evaluation of an interface design is done by testing 

the prototype of that design, be it a low-fidelity, high fidelity or a fully functional prototype. 

The results of the PD workshops are transformed into a low-fidelity prototype design of the 

interface that was used during the iterative design process and after completion of the PD 

sessions to evaluate the usability of the design. 

Finally testing the usability and the interface we used the technique of Conceptual Model 

Extraction with the goal to evaluate how the users experience the usability of the interface for 

the first time. 

2.2. Participatory design 

Lee (2007) advocates the use of participative design for user centred design. He writes that 

while traditional design research methods focus primarily on observational research and 

questionnaire, participatory design focuses on what people make to elicit what they think, 

feel and dream. By having workshops and discussing design issues with users, managers, and 

sales people, designers can discover problems that are very specific to the context. This is 
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2. BACKGROUND 

confirmed by Bergman (2010) as he states that the key principal of participatory design is to 

actively involve the real end users of the system in the design, implementation and evaluation 

of the systems that they will use. 

Spinuzzi, (2005) sees participatory design as a methodology that uses method to iteratively 

construct an emerging design and states: "It attempts to examine the tacit, invisible aspects of 

human activity; assumes that these aspects can be productively and ethically examined 

through design partnerships with participants, partnerships in which researcher-designers 

and participants cooperatively design artefacts, workflow, and work environments; and 

argues that this partnership must be conducted iteratively so that researcher-designers and 

participants can develop and refine their understanding of the activity. The result of the 

research typically consists of designed artefacts, work arrangements, or work environments. " 

He describes participatory design methods as "explore, approximate, and then refine." 

There are certain criteria that identify PD or Collaborative Development. Spinuzzi (2005) 

lists the following criteria for PD: 

• Empowering the users as the users and designers interact closely through interviews, 

focus groups, workshops, organizational games, prototyping sessions, and other 

techniques to continually reassess the activity under investigation and to synchronize their 

interpretations. 

• Collaborative development which means interaction of users and designers, a mechanism 

for consensus and agreement between participants, representation of a large group of user 

by a smaller sample of users, and the use of common language games such as contextual 

design's work diagrams and PICITVE's pictures. 

• It is an iterative process which includes continual participation with re-visiting stages and 

sustained reflection on the progress made with the design. 

2.2.1. Reasons for using participatory design 

There are many reasons and benefits for using PD for our interface design. Participatory 

Design is very useful for generating new ideas according (Lee, 2007). He points out that 

"Participatory design process uses stakeholders' collective generatively rather than a 

designers' individual creativity to solve design problems that are very specific to the context. 

By analysing what users create, researchers can elicit users' tacit needs, which cannot 

readily be expressed in words. " This is confirmed by Bergman (2010) who is of the view that 

workers are the prime source of innovation. PD is valuable as it brings tacit knowledge to the 
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2. BACKGROUND 

fore (Spinuzzi, 2005). Much knowledge is tacit which is what people know but are unable 

articulate, it is implicit rather than explicit in order words is not written down or 

systematised. The issues of user knowledge and the collaboration with users in the design 

process features very strongly in literature as it facilitate "buy-in" and innovation. 

2.2.2. The process of participatory design 

Participatory Design is an iterative process that goes through several phases to complete 

(Bergman, 2010). 

He makes use of four phases in his participatory design process namely: 

• Phase 1: Conceptual design and requirements analysis; 

This initial phase is used to involve the users in the initial design of the system. 

• Phase 2: Prototype implementation; 

• 

• 

This phase in the prototype implementation is the translation of the outcomes of the initial 

PD requirements captured into a formal model of the workflow. 

Phase 3: Trial deployment; 

The third phase is to run a short trial of the software amongst an example set of users. 

Phase 4: Evaluation . 

The users recruited for the trial deployment will then participate, along with the designers 

and software developers, in a PD evaluation of the success of the software system and the 

methodologies used to develop the software. 

Our user centred development of an interface design for the calculator will concentrate on 

Phase 1 (Conceptual design and requirements analysis) and Phase 2 (Prototype 

implementation). For the conceptual design and requirements analysis we will use the CARD 

and PICTIVE participatory design techniques. According to Muller, (2001) the CARD 

participatory method was discovered by Tudor in 1992 and refined in 1993. It works well as a 

"task level" participatory design technique which combines well with the "screen level" 

participatory design technique PICTIVE. 

The results of this conceptual design and requirements analysis phase will be transformed 

into a prototype design of the interface. This iterative process will be followed until a 

prototype emerged that is acceptable to all participants. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.3. Prototyping 

The importance of paper prototyping in user centred design is well documented in literature. 

Liu & Khooshabeh (2003) are of view that paper prototypes give the designers more 

flexibility in the early phases of the design process. This is confirmed by Li, et. al. (2010) 

indicating that paper prototyping is a widely used technique for the early stages of user 

interface design, suggesting that a designer can create an interface design mock-up using 

paper artefacts such as hand drawing and test an early-stage idea with a user in visual and 

tangible way. Liu & Khooshabeh (2003) captured 3 major usability issues with their paper 

prototype workshops namely, error handling, help support, and input handling. In early stages 

of design for mobile devices paper prototypes presents a unique challenge to the designers in 

view of the limitation to simulate factors such as touch screen input, number of tabs etc. (De 

Sa & Carriqo, 2006). Their paper prototype was tested in a controlled environment with role 

playing scenarios. The paper prototype was developed by using printed templates with sticky 

note widgets as components. These interface elements are used in order to make it easy to 

quickly change an element should the need arise. Labels or buttons and screens can be easily 

renamed, added or removed with ease. Some functional results are explained to the 

developers/users rather than being shown. 

In view of the tacit expert knowledge of the fixed rate specialists (Relationship Executives), 

this research will make use of user-centred design and in particularly use participatory design 

techniques. We will use the CARD/CUTA and PICTIVE participatory design techniques to 

produce a paper prototype of the interface design. This will then be extended to an e

prototype to provide the users with better visuals of the interface together with a solid 

platform for further research and development of a fully-fledged fixed rate calculator. 

2.4. Usability and testing of the Interface Design 

In this section, we consider the usability of the interface design. 

Lee (2007) describes lab based usability testing as one of the popular ways to test for 

usability in modern software development in view of its rich data and user's involvement in 

the testing. However, this kind of usability testing has many draw backs: 

• It is associated with high costs; 

• It takes time and effort to test; 

• It presents an unnatural testing environment; 
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2. BACKGROUND 

• It lacks user's direct participation to idea generation. 

Hellman & Hao (2011) identifies five critical usability factors for total holistic design 

namely: 

• Usability - This is something that users take for granted. This will not be noticed by the 

users until the product's usage or performance does not live up to expectations. 

• Total Product Design - Products must be attractive in all aspects of design from hardware 

to software. 

• Branding - It is an important part of the total product design. 

• Trends - Trend awareness and understanding about marketing, brands, and target group 

behaviours have always been important, but in the usability era they will be vital for 

success. 

• Timing - The maturity of a market for specific new technologies are of vital importance 

in the planning of the launch of a new technology product. 

They developed a new procedure that ensures a usability approach in their organization that 

makes it possible to visualize usability requirements early in the process for all stakeholders 

to discuss and agree on. They believe Apple has been successful because they have managed 

to handle the five critical usability factors-usability, holistic usability, branding, trends, and 

timing- better than most to establish and maintain their position as the leading mobile 

usability manufacturer. 

It is clear that when it comes to the early design of a user interface usability is a very 

important component in the holistic usability of the product. 

Finally the e-prototype was used to evaluate the interface design by using Conceptual Model 

Extraction to determine if the conceptual design of the interface corresponds with 

requirements and needs of the users in completion of the required tasks. 

2.5. Other Mobile Systems in use 

The use of mobile solutions to improve employee productivity outside of financial 

institutions, however, does exist and is gaining in popularity. The following are a few 

examples: 
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2.5.1. Open Data Kit (ODK) 

ODK is a platform that demonstrates the versatility that can be achieved by a mobile 

platform. According to Clarke (2010) ODK is a suite of tools developed by computer 

scientists and engineers at the University of Washington. They used an open source platform 

which makes it easy for developers to customise the tools to satisty their needs. The main 

purpose of ODK is for data collection and analysis but can also be used to distribute 

information in the form of video or photos. Data collection and analysis is faster and more 

accurate than paper-based forms and cheaper and open to wider utilization than other types of 

computer or handheld-device applications. ODK is enabling users around the world to 

quickly, efficiently and accurately collect and process data ranging from medical records to 

environmental dynamics. It can successfully be used in developing countries with limited 

infrastructure by using existing cellular networks. Some of its uses include: 

• HIV research and treatment in Africa. 

• The Jane Goodall Institute: In tandem with Google Earth, the institute is using ODK to 

monitor deforestation in Tanzania. 

• The Surui Tribe: The Brazilian indigenous tribe uses ODK and Google Earth to police its 

territory, request satellite photos when it thinks an area is being illegally logged and 

contact police. 

• The Grameen Foundation: Shared Phone Operators in rural Uganda survey their 

customers about available phone-based services and the results are used to guide the 

development of services like Google's Clinic Finder and Farmer's Friend. 

• Human Rights Centre At University Berkeley: Records human rights violations in the 

Central African Republic. 

• Small Meadows Farm: Virginia farm uses the ODK to collect pH, humidity, soil 

moisture, plant observations, etc., in greenhouses and gardens. 

• Foundation for Democratic Process: Fodep, which monitors elections so they are free and 

fair, is attempting to use ODK to gain real time results from every polling station in 

Zambia. 

The main advantage of ODK is that it is an open source platform that is easy to implement in 

developing countries where technology and technical knowledge are limited. The software 

allows for a fair amount of customization, is flexible and allows attending to the needs as 

they emerge. With a generic framework like ODK a solution can be adapted and don't need 

to be built in from scratch every time. Although the focus of this study is on the development 
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2. BACKGROUND 

of the user interface, the ODK open source platform will provide quick development of the 

interest rate calculator back-end and is a candidate to consider in further development. 

2.5.2. Applications for Mobile Business Intelligence 

Fitzgerald (2010) describes business intelligence (BI) as systems that take vast quantities of 

data and put it into visually useful forms (such as graphs and charts) for sophisticated 

analysis of business trends. Making that analysis mobile, most typically by tapping the power 

oftoday's sophisticated smartphones, can give companies the ability to interact in real time 

with their customers and business partners, thereby improving service and boosting 

productivity. 

Hatch (2008) indicate that according to the Aberdeen Group, a large number of companies 

are rapidly undertaking mobile Blowing to a large number of market pressures such as the 

need for higher efficiency in business processes, improvement in employee productivity (e.g., 

time spent looking for information), better and faster decision making, better customer 

service, and delivery of real-time bi-directional data access to make decisions anytime and 

anywhere. 

A good example is a San Diego company called MeLLmo who develop and deliver 

innovative mobile apps that allow users to view and interact with critical business 

information on-the-go. Their flagship product, Roambi was designed from the ground up for 

the mobile environment. It is a native iPhone/iPad application that makes business data and 

reports easy to access, navigate and interact with right from a handheld device. 
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Figure 3: Example of:l Roambi Rl Dashboard Application 

Source: www.Roal>/hi.com 
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2. BACKGROUND 

He further states that Active Mobile BI gives provisions for users to interact with the BI 

systems on-the-fly. Active Mobile BI often works as a combination of both "push and pull" 

techniques. An initial view of a report could be push and further analytical operations on the 

report could be pulled to get any additional required information. 

The Relationship Executives working with fixed rate quotes need specific information at 

specific times and, while at the customer's premises, can browse for the required real time 

yield curve interest rate, can browse for required historical quotes for this customer, negotiate 

an interest rate with the customer, request a firm interest rate quote from Treasury 

Department, etc. 

The demand for real time critical yield curve information by the interest rate calculator 

system and the availability of real time data integration technology creates a necessity for 

Mobile BI. 

In this research we will create an interface for a program similar to Roambi using PD, 

prototyping, and evaluating the usability of the interface. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Significance of research 

As introduced in the background chapter, customers of the bank make use of fixed interest 

rate loans from a bank to protect themselves against volatility of interest rates caused by 

normal economic cycles. For the bank to be able to supply them with these loans their 

Relationship Executives should have access to market interest rates at their fingertips to 

properly set the interest rate for the customer and not place the bank at any undue interest rate 

risk. At the moment it is a cumbersome manual process as most banks do not make use of 

mobile technology or any other technology for this purpose. In designing a fixed interest rate 

quote calculator the knowledge of the users (specialists) is of utmost importance and "buy-in" 

from them is vital. Workers are a prime source of innovation (Bergman, 2010). We will 

therefore make use of user centred design and in particularly participatory design techniques 

which holds numerous advantages. It brings tacit knowledge to the fore (Spinuzzi, 2005), and 

will assist in unlocking the knowledge of the fixed interest rate specialists. It will also get the 

necessary "buy-in" from the Relationship Executives as they will be the users of the system. 

We will evaluate the system by way of Conception Model Extraction, by using an e

prototype and users who were not involved in the design of the interface. 

3.2. User Participatory Design for Interface Design 

The goal of user centred design is to better understand the user and the tasks they perform -

(Mao et. ai., 2005) and Lee (2007) advocates the use of participative design for user centred 

design and writes that participatory design focuses on what people make to elicit what they 

think, feel and dream. We need a method that would bring the tacit knowledge of the fixed 

rate specialists to the fore in our interface design. Spinuzzi, (2005) advocates that PD is 

valuable as it allows for the communication of this tacit knowledge which is what people 

know but are unable articulate, it is implicit rather than explicit in order words is not written 

down or systematised. 

Lee (2007) states "While traditional design research methods focus primarily on 

observational research and questionnaire, participatory design focuses on what people make 

to elicit what they think, feel and dream. By having workshops and discussing design issues 
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with users, managers, and sales people, designers can discover problems that are very 

specific to the context. In the user-participatory design workshop, designers use so-called 

'Make Tools' (or generative toolkits) to connect ideas of users from different disciplines and 

perspectives. Participants use this 'quick-and-dirty' prototyping to visualize their thoughts in 

the generative phase of design process, which designers analyse to understand their needs. )) 

From the above it is clear that the users are the most important stakeholders in the 

participatory design process and must be seen as active collaborators rather than passive 

participants. They are the subject matter experts that know all about the work content and 

context as they are involved in the quoting of fixed rates to customers of the bank every day. 

The question is what prototyping methods will be the most appropriate methods to use in our 

participation design workshops? 

3.3. Choosing the Prototyping Methods to Use 

Hocko (2001) states that there are a variety of prototyping methods that can be used in the 

software design process. Each method requires a different commitment from the project team 

and may be used at a different stage in the design process. 

However, this is a difficult process to validate the design with a myriad of variables to 

consider especially when it comes to new emerging technologies such as mobile technology 

used for the fixed rate calculator. Choosing the right type of prototype to evaluate the fixed 

rate calculator in a cost-effective way is therefore important. In our case the design focus on 

the interface and the usability and user experience thereof would imply that low-fidelity 

prototype should be sufficient to evaluate the design. 

De Sa & Carriqo (2006) explain that the goal with low-fidelity prototyping is to provide an 

option for testing actual scenarios. This is possible with a low-fidelity prototype of the 

calculator that evolves from low-fidelity paper prototype to a low-fidelity software prototype. 

However limited information is available on how to apply common UI design guidelines on 

small screens using low-fidelity paper prototypes e.g. sketches must be drawn with the same 

size of the device's screen using similar components and fonts to those available for real 

devices. For this reason we decided to start off with participatory design techniques namely 

contextual inquiry, the CARD/CUTA and PICTIVE methods of design. A quick survey of 

these techniques is first presented, followed by detail of these methods used during the design 

process workshops. The outcome of these methods resulted in a low-fidelity paper prototype 

and this was then evolved to a low-fidelity software prototype. 
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The methodology adopted was to make use of a more structured approach for observation and 

scenario creation in the design by starting with a contextual inquiry. This will be followed by 

the use of CARD/CUTA and PICTIVE participatory techniques resulting in an e-Prototype to 

be evaluated by a conceptual model extraction method. 

3.4. Contextual Design 

Beyer & Holtzblatt (1998) defines contextual inquiry as a field data-gathering technique that 

studies a few carefully selected individuals in depth to arrive at a fuller understanding of the 

work practice across all customers. Through inquiry and interpretation, it reveals 

commonalties across a system's customer base. 

Beyer & Holtzblatt C 1998) are of the view that most projects begin with an idea about what 

problems must be solved and also a rough idea about how to solve them. Contextual Inquiry 

clarifies and focuses these ideas by discovering the exact situations in which these problems 

occur, what these problems entail, and how people solve them. Thus, it's best done before the 

process of creating solutions has begun, which is most often the very beginning of the 

development cycle. 

3.5. 

3.5.1. 

Participatory Design Techniques 

The CARD/CUT A Technique 

CARD stands for (Collaborative Analysis of Requirements & Design) and CUT A for 

(Collaborative User' Task Analysis) (Hocko, 2001) which is a variant of CARD. 

CARD/CUT A is a technique of participatory design to be used in the early stages of the 

design process to develop a comprehensive task analysis CHocko, 2001). It uses playing cards 

with pictures on them, looks at the flow of tasks, and gives a macroscopic view of task flow. 

The users are empowered to become co-designers, requiring a small group of participants, 

every user an expert/specialist. Users can use their thoughts by additional cues, and it will not 

require repeated visits to the users for re-design. Muller (2001), states that the intended 

atmosphere of a CARD session "is presented as being open, non-judgmental, and safe for all 

participants. Discussions focus on the issues, not on the participants, and the group attempts 

to remain committed to collaborative exploration and clarification of conflicts, with the hopes 

of resolving any conflicts that occur". Both are participatory design methods to be used in the 
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early stages of the design process to develop a comprehensive task analysis. The basis for 

both CARD and CUT A is to develop activity cards and then arrange them in a specific order 

to comprise a specific task. 

Hocko (2001) describes this method as "creating and ordering activities that may be 

observable interactions with an object in the work environment, a mental activity required to 

complete the task, and so on. Activities are typically grouped into non-technology activities, 

technology-driven activities, and non-object-based activities (such as talking with a 

colleague in the hallway). A card is created/or every object and situation users may 

encounter as they attempt to complete a task. " 

The method was discovered by Tudor in (1992) and it represents a high level of abstraction 

by typically allowing for screen flows for specific tasks and states only the type of 

information on a screen rather than detailed screen design. 

3.6. The PICTIVE (Plastic Interface for Collaborative 

Technology Initiatives through Video Exploration) 

PICTIVE participatory design techniques produce a mock-up of the system that is being 

designed and this prototype will give the users and developers an insight as to how the system 

will eventually look and behave (Murray, 2004). PICTIVE uses low-fidelity office products, 

such as pens, papers, and sticky notes to produce a low-fidelity paper prototype of the 

interface. In our case PICTIVE would give a microscopic view of the interface to design. 

PICTIVE is complementary to CARD/CUTA which will be used as the starting point for the 

PICTIVE session. 

PICTIVE (Hocko, 2001) is participatory design techniques that become popular in 1990. It is 

a technique to allow the users to become familiar with and collaborate in the design of the 

intended target technology that they will be using. According to Murray (2004) PICTIVE 

produces a mock-up of the system that is being designed and this prototype will give the 

users and developers an insight as to how the system will eventually look and behave. 
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no precedent. This is daunting to the interface designer, as it is not possible to exploit 

familiar metaphors and ideas which the user may be comfortable with already. The goal of 

this technique is to extract how users interpret a completely new interface, given their 

existing mental models of how interfaces should work. " 

The goal of this technique is to evaluate how the users experience the usability of the 

interface the first time they use it. 

This will include how easy and simple the interface functionality is to use, how it conforms to 

the users' mental model, and whether the intended user results are achieved. 

The data will be collected by conducting a CME workshop where the participants will 

include users that were not part of the design team as this technique evaluates the user's 

experience the first time they uses the interface. 

Evaluation of the acquired workshop data will indicate to what extent the user interface 

behaves and looks as expected and any deviations may then be rectified. 
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4. Participatory Design 

4.1. Introduction 

While traditional design approaches focus on observations and questionnaires participatory 

design focuses on the user, what they think, feel and dream. This is confirmed by Jones & 

Marsden (2006) who states that "If you really care about having input from your users in the 

design process, this technique is hard to beat". 

Lee (2007) quotes: "In the user-participatory design workshop, designers use so-called 

'Make Tools' (or generative toolkits) to connect ideas of users .from different disciplines and 

perspectives. Participants use this 'quick-and-dirty' prototyping to visualize their thoughts in 

the generative phase of design process, which designers analyse to understand their needs. 

Whereas the user needs collected.from the conventional methods are based on explicit 

knowledge or observable behaviour, the needs elicited from participatory design are based 

on tacit knowledge, which cannot readily be expressed in words". 

We decided to start off with a Contextual Inquiry as a data-gathering technique to arrive at a 

better understanding of the work practices of the stakeholder involved in the fixed interest 

rate quoting process. This was then extended to make use of the CARD/CUTA and PICTIVE 

participatory design techniques for the following reasons: 

• Users are empowered to become co-designers in the design process and can freely 

contribute to the design activities. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The completion of the design activities will not take a long time. 

It will not require repeated visits to the users for re-design. 

These techniques only require a small group of participants. 

Every user is an expert/specialist in the fixed rate quoting environment. 

Users are allowed to have direct communication with designers and these strong 

partnerships between designers and users allow for more freedom for the users to express 

their design ideas. 

Users can express their thoughts by using additional cues, such as hand gestures, facial 

expressions, tone of voice, and other responses which can facilitate user's design 

activities rather than just providing an 'evaluation.' 

• PICTIVE does not involve a technology environment for design activity. 
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• The goal of PI CTIVE is to provide an equal opportunity for users to participate in the 

design process with designers of the prototype. 

4.2. The Design Team 

The design team consists of a small team of users and a facilitator namely: 

• Two Fixed Rate Relationship Executives. 

Their main responsibilities and duties are: 

o All customer negotiations, 

o All documentation are properly signed by the customer, 

o Ensure that all the information are loaded on the production system e.g. fixed interest 

rate, expiry date etc. 

o A separate fixed rate contract and contractual repayment profile must exist for each 

fixed rate loan. 

• Two Structured Products Consultants and one Manager, 

Their main responsibilities and duties are: 

o Entry point for all fixed rate pricing from Group Treasury, 

o Preparation of the Fixed Rate Contract. 

o Obtain indicative and firm contract breakage cost from Group Treasury should the 

customer terminate his fixed rate contract before expiry date. 

• Two Group Treasury Managers. 

Their main responsibilities and duties are: 

o Determine all fixed rate pricing, indicative and firm rates. 

o Take all hedging decisions relating to fixed rate loans. 

o Ensure that transfer pricing (cost of funds for the bank) applies to all transactions. 

• One IT Development Manager. 

His main responsibilities and duties are: 

o Ensure that all system limitation is incorporated in the design. 

The design team was chosen from the fixed interest rate team of the bank for their knowledge 

of the way a fixed rate is quoted and administered to a customer. The participants are users of 

the system and not the administrators of the system. They are professional people well versed 

in the processes followed in order to quote a fixed rate to customers of the bank and needed 

limited facilitation in the working of the system. 
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4. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

4.3. Data-Gathering with Contextual Inquiry 

The appropriate target audience chosen for the contextual inquiry consisted of eight 

individuals as per the above mentioned design team and concentrated on the behaviour of 

these individuals as regards: 

• Their demographics; 

• What tasks they regularly do; 

• What tools they regularly use; 

• The tools they occasionally use to solve specific problems; 

• How they use these tools. 

Sessions were scheduled with the individuals to observe the activities they perform relating to 

the establishment of a customer's fixed rate quote and contract. Each session lasted as long as 

it took to complete a task or activity. Each participant was briefed and or given an idea what 

to expect without going into too much detail. The idea was not to stifle a spontaneous 

response while they complete a task or activity. 

The kind of information gathered included; the tools used the sequence in which actions 

occur, the methods used and organisation of information, kinds of interaction and parties in 

the transfer of knowledge, the nature of interaction, etc. 

From this we derived the following diagram of the manual fixed rate quoting process. 
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4. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

• Customer requests a fixed rate from Relationship Executive (RE) bye-mail, in person or 

by phone. 

• RE checks if the customer falls within' the National Credit Act (NCA) or not. 

• If so, the fixed rate quote is abandoned and client advised by the RE. 

• If customer falls outside the NCA, a fixed rate quote is obtained from Structured Products 

Department and forwarded by the RE to the customer for acceptance. This is normally 

done bye-mail and may be delayed if attention is not given to the email in time. The 

process also involves obtaining the customer's credit rating to add a credit margin. 

• The customer accepts or rejects the quote. 

• If the customer accepts, the contract for signature is prepared by the Structured Products 

Department and handed to the customer by the RE for sign. This must be done within' the 

timeframe of one hour as market interest rates may have move during this time. It often 

happens that this takes longer than the timeframe of one hour and the process needs be 

repeated. 

• On receipt of the signed contract by the RE from the customer the fixed interest rate is 

loaded on the clients account by the RE. 

• A copy of the signed contract is forwarded to the Structured products Department to 

verify correctness and confirm the correct interest rate is loaded. 

• The RE supplies the customer with confirmation that the fixed rate is loaded. 

4.4. Findings of the Contextual Inquiry 

We found several problems associated with this manual process, for example: 

• Relevant information (credit rating, liquidity premiums, and yield curve) was daily out of 

view and at different sources namely: Treasury production systems and Data Warehouse. 

• Excessive amount of time was spent to get to the required information. This would 

sometimes result in days before the required information was gathered. 

• Help on fixed rates was not easily accessible as no help system was located in one area. 

• The process had too many manual interventions which was prone to human error. 

It was important that the solution was not characterized by these problems and we specified a 

set of high-level design principles as project success criteria, these included: 

• The relevant information must be readily available. 
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4. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

• This information must be at the fingertips of the Relationship Executive- anytime 

anywhere. 

• The process flow of information must be automated. 

• The mobile interface must be easy and simple for the Relationship Executives to read and 

understand. 

The existing fixed rate quoting process was a manual process, paper based, slow, and labour

intensive. The key business drivers were to develop a usable and useful mobile electronic 

interface and interaction for the fixed rate quoting calculator that would be readily accepted 

by the Relationship Executives. 

The results of the contextual inquiry was used as the starting point for the CARD/CUT A and 

PICTIVE sessions of design. 

4.5. 

4.5.1. 

Turning Understanding into Design 

Preparation for the CARD/CUT A Session 

The emphasis was to concentrate on the tasks at hand that will be used in the calculator and 

the manual fixed rate quoting process. These were used as the starting points in identifying 

the tasks needed in the CARD/CUT A session. 

The participants were chosen from the above design team and included one Fixed Rate 

Relationship Executive, one Structured Product Consultant, one Group Treasury Manager 

and the Structured Products Manager as the facilitator. 

The session was run on the bank's premises in a board room with the necessary privacy in a 

relaxed atmosphere. The duration of the session was approximately 90 minutes with a rest 

break after 45 minutes. Cards with specific pictures were prepared for the CARD/CUT A 

session. The session was recorded by still photographs of the cards used and also the outcome 

of the main task analysis. 
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Figure 6; Sample playin~ cards for the CARD/CUT A s('ssion 

4.5.2. The CARD/CUT A workshop session 

<;" ... .L/ , 
fA"""".,.(~ 
.. «~ ... 

The CARD/CUT A sessIOn wa.' condllCted infonnally as a scmi-,1ructured Brainstorming 

sessIOn. 

:'I.luller (200 I). ~tate~ thai I he ) ntcnded utmo~phere of a C\ R n session "i.\- prest' nled m b<'ing 

open, non~judgmt'ntal. and saje jor all participanls. Di.I'cu.l"sirm.l'focus (}n the is.lUes, not on 

the participants, and the group a/l~mpl.1" 10 rt'main wmmillt'd /() collaborative exploration 

and clarification of conflicts, v.-ilh the Iwpes of resolving any con/licls thai occur" These 

priocipals wcre explained to the group at the stan orthe st's8ion. The particip~nts then all 

introduce themselves. tbeir "'orkplace group, intereSl and the arCa they represent e.g. sa les, 

lechnology. dc~ign etc. Thi~ \\ as follo\\cd hy a bric f di>cm,sion of the fixed rate quoting 
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4. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

calculator to be modelled. The key ideas and designs were discussed and included the 

following: 

• In view of it being a mobile design, tasks must be kept as simple as possible. 

• Focus on the main tasks and issues. 

• Explore new ideas and avenues. 

• Collaboration between users. 

The group then examines the cards used in the session (figure 6 presents a few examples). 

Each card contained a template to describe an activity, or a component of an activity. This 

included a mental operation, a screen activity, a computer task or a computer screen activity. 

The templates also asked questions whose answers are useful in describing the activity. One 

participant would explain their work as regards fixed rates and the others would ask 

questions. The participants in the session used the cards to layout a sequence of activities, to 

explain not only what is done but also why it is done, and to add commentary and 

interpretation that helps people to understand the nature of the work and its context. This 

sequence of tasks was then taped to a large blank piece of paper to layout the design of the 

important tasks. The initial cards were not a given and the participants were encouraged to be 

innovative and even create new cards or change the cards. 

4.5.3. The results of the CARD/CUT A session 

The design team designed the tasks by placing cards; intertwining the design with 

documentation and reflection/assessment with the support of the facilitator. The participants 

were encouraged to follow up design moves by demonstrating and suggesting alternatives of 

design moves, or prompting the participants to explore the alternatives further. The main 

tasks design was therefore produced collaboratively. There were no showstoppers that 

resulted in a major disagreement between the members of the design team. The analysis in 

the session was of a high standard and helped to make informed decisions regarding meeting 

business constraints while maximising the opportunities for the Relationship Executives to 

add unique value to the customer's request. 

The key decision and the rationale behind each task design were documented: 

• 

• 

In view of it being a mobile interface design the task design culminated into only three 

main tasks. The number of task flows was kept to a minimum to simplify the design. 

A decision was taken to keep the Relationship Executive's bank ID and password for 

sign-in. The reason being that the Relationship executive uses this sign-in information 

every day and it is already managed by other bank systems. 
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Intangible outcom~s from this session were ~nffilnc~d personal and organiza(ional 

communic~(ion. improved (eamwork, greater organizational coh~sion. ~nd stronger 

commitment and buy-in by p~nicipants to the success of the design. 

4.5.4. Pre-paration for the- PICTIVF, se-ssion 

The panicipants chosen included oae fixed Rate RelatIOnship Execu(ive, one Structured 

Produ<:t Con,>ulmnt, Olle Group T r~~'ury Manag~r, and Structurcd Products Man~ger as the 

facilitator and an IT Manager as (he developer. Apart from (he Structured Producb "-tallager 

the other participants "cr~ llot (he s~me design (e~m memhers used in the CARD,iCUTA 

session. The participants Iwre chosen from stakeholder, inthc existing fixed intcrest rate 

team of the bank with the author not being part of this team. 

The s~s~ion w~s run on (he bank's premises in a ho~rd room with the necessary privacy in a 

re lax~d a(mo~phere. The dura tion or (he ~e~sion was approximately 120 minutes with a rest 

hreak ann e\,~l)' 30 minut~,. 

The task results of (he CARD/CUI A ses~ion WCrC givcn to thc users. a~ the homcworl.. 

assignment, to acee~" and establish lOC ,ccnario~ that hCi~he will he using Whell ~llgaging 

with the fixed rate calculator as preparation for the PICTIVE scs.~ ion Toc user~ were asked to 

list the thillg, they would like the system to do for them. 

The de~ign~r. on the other hand, made a list of the systcm component~ based on preliminary 

conversations <vith the users and the designe t··s own observations and expericnce as well as 

(he results oftllC CARD/CU1A session. The equipment and materiab as per tablc 2 are 

prepared by the designer for the session. 

Table 2: The- equipment use-d for the luw-fidelity prototyping in I'ICTIVE 

I I. Video cam~ra 

2. A collection o r designohject, used 

()ftic~ matcrial~ that arC in u~e cvcry da).': colour~d pens, eolollrcd 

highlighters, coloured paper. and coloured Post-It notes of various sizcs, 

coloured ,tick~rs, ~oloured bbels, and coloured paper clips, 
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4. PARTICiPATORY DESIGN 

Materials prepared hy the deydopcr to present multiple design exercises (e.g .. 

t"mmaoo linc. qllCry fields. menu bars. and dialogue hoxes) 

n Icons: colollred plastic icons for graphical USer interfaces 

n P"p- l 'p Ewnts: a sllite nfpaper images "f pop·up C\'cnts 

n Menu B<lrs and \V im]ow fmmes 

n &'~ral other to<lIs to modify these item,: sci>s'W., erasers, and the 

c"l"llred pens <Ind highlighter:s. 

3 A design spacc in which prolOtyping actiyities are performed with dcsign objects 

4.5.5. 

1 

I 

Figure 10: Examples of materials prepared by the designer 

query fields. menu bars, dialogue" boxes. pop-up cYcnts, & "plastic icons" 
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quoting process. 
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4. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

The results of the CARD/CUT A session were introduced as the starting point for the 

PICTIVE session. The designer gave a brief tutorial of the CARD/CUTA session and the 

results and the rationale behind were discussed by all participants. 

Liu & Khooshabeh (2003) used no automation in running their prototype as the facilitator 

played the "computer" who manually updates the screens in response to spoken queries and 

user movement events. The same process was followed in our design workshop. 

During the session each of the users brought their own experience and expertise to the table 

to share in the design of the calculator. The goal was for each participant to educate the others 

to his view of the design and ultimately produce a collaborative design which has the 

consents and approval of all participants. 

Williams (2002) conducted his design sessions in the participant's places of work and explain 

the purpose of these design sessions as follows: 

• reviewing with participants the progress of the system's design; 

• developing and refining the system specification; 

• fostering participation in the design of the fixed rate calculator. 

He points out that despite the best intentions of using prototyping with the goal of stimulating 

talk and design ideas the real work of fostering participation occurs in the specific 

interactions that make up the design sessions. Our design workshops had the same objective 

of fostering participation and the session was conducted at a convenient location on the 

bank's premises. The session was conducted as an "informal" discussion without any 

dedicated leader. The whole PICTIVE session was video recorded by the designer for later 

reference and to assure all the participants that their views were taken into account. It was 

also a technique for record-keeping, and to simplify the social dynamics of the design 

seSSIOn. 

The design was then brainstormed, using the results from the CARD/CUT A session, the 

prepared objects and the information from each participant as regards the home assignment. 
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4.5.6. Th(' r ('suhs of th(' I' ICTI VE .~e$s iun 

J he (>UICome was a fi rst p"-Jl<'r pro[o[ yrll I" pllr fi gun.· 12. 

J n ihi s <;(ltl,cp!ion phase o f our inlcrfn,'e design. thc paper pro((j!ype silo" S on l} II", 

im p" ' lan! jlarts o(lhe 'y ,,"cm and is Ihc-rc fofe limiled in .>CUp". II atr",\~ (or the ercali,)n of a 

qllld ('''1')' of the systC!l1 ialc,fllcc aud is with(\111 m.""h d.,wl ' [)., Sa &. Carriqo (2006) foond 

Ih:01 In sum., <;:1""'" Ihe cJll~ i~y of (lapcr prololypes m ident i~'i ng llsabllily p"'hl~m' " 

almost as hlgh as ,,,flwarr " totO!) pcs. Acco rd mg 10 De Sa & CaHi" o (20Q/'1 ) il4:IcrnJ sludlCll 

h~\c dcmol\slmi~d thal paper prO!ot)')lCS cnll be: cfticielltl y used I" pr~'c" I ..k"l:in ~fTI}1'l\ and 

"npTO\ (' the usability of applications. 

FiJ!ur(' 12: TIl (' protot)'pe of the design 
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4, PARl'fC!PATORY nf."CSfG,'i 

The session was eharacteri>ed hy fu ll participation from the users. The techn ique worked 

well. the session proceeded as a sort of informal group brainstorming session, without any 

particular party driving or contro lling the session The knowkdge o l'the partiClp,mlS in Ihe 

fixed rate environmenl wa, a critical inpLit to the inleriilce dc,'gn while working a' a te,ml, 

listening and communicating faci litaled buy-m Because the developer W<lS in\'olved in the 

participatory design session the s]'<;lem limitations ,md concepi "'<I, incorp:Jr<lted into the 

paper protot: pe de~ign. He initialed a dlScussion u I' design <lllern<lti \'es thal were more 

technologically feasihle, amI led users to new techno lob,)'-based c<lp<lbil ities th,lI wlil enh<lnce 

the workplace value of the target system. 

This \yill ultimately produce a well-designed, developed, amI bener interl'ace 

During the session changes made in moving obj eCIS ilround inc luded a re-desi gn of screens, 

adding components e.g. a keyboard, and lmproving the help <lnd error reco\'er]' s]'stem. With 

good conmlUnication during the session chal1g~s 10 the ~yslem were nol resiSled, 

The >ereen movements are set out as per Figure 13 below. J\ll the SCreenS ha\e a "back" 

button to return to the previoLis scre~n, There is also a hulion lo n1{)Ve to Ihe next screen, The 

"!\ew Rate" hlllton allows lilr moVC111<Cn l to lhe li r,1 r<lte input ,creen ,hould the user wish to 

input a neW rate. The "Sign Out" hu tlon " ,ill lake the user to the sign ill screen. A "llelp'" 

button will ailo'" for Ihe help screen to he ,\Cce>sed [rom an)' screen in the application. 

Figure 13: Screen movement~ of the paper prolOlype 
-----, 
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4. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

The design effort was a success: all the participants believed that they had had the 

opportunity to express themselves, and that they had collaboratively solved their problems. 

The next step was to produce an e-prototype of the paper prototype. 

4.6. e-Prototype 

Spool (1998) states: "The purpose oj a prototype is to provide Jeedback on a design. But 

implementing, testing, and shipping an entire release is an expensive way to get critical 

inJormation. The use oj paper mock-ups substantially shortens the implement phase, allowing 

more iterations than would be possible with electronic prototyping techniques. " 

Paper prototypes are normally used early in the design process when their advantages are the 

greatest and although paper prototypes solve most of the design problems they cannot solve 

all. For example, it is not possible to assess response times with a paper prototype, and it may 

be harder to get accurate feedback on the visuals of the product. We therefore also decided to 

produce an e-prototype of our design. The developer was one of participants in the PICTIVE 

session allowing for the system limitation e.g. limited mobile screen estate etc., to form part 

of the interface design. This made it easier for the developer to produce an e-prototype of the 

design. 

The materials used for the e-prototype are: 

• Adobe Flash Builder software; 

• Mobile phone simulator toolkit; 

• Laptop computer with mouse; 

The resolution used: 

• Simplified screens using given interface formats from the simulation toolkit; 

• Partially working interface limited to the screen navigations without back-end or any link 

to a database; 

• Fixed rate result information are hard coded into screen and not real data; 

• Keying with a mouse and not touch screen. 

Scope: 

1. Limited to the five screens as per Figure 14. 
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4, I'A RTlCfT',4TORY DESIG.V 

Figure l~ : e- Prototxpe - Screenia\'outs 

4.7. Findings and Anlilysis 
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Th~ CARn/CUT A and PICTIVF ses~ion~ were il~r~liv~ d~~ign s~ssion by Ih~msehes 

'-Iliowing participanls to freely share kno\vledge and question ilK' design until all participants 

wne salisfied wilh the inlerf'-lce that was des igned, During ilK' sessions ilK' participants 

m'-ln~ged lo complele mosl of the task on the paper prototype with case, 

Th~ indication~ W"e th'-lt the p'-lper prolotype h'-ls served the purpose of allowing the design 

focu~ groups to he cre'-lti\'~ '-Ind mock up Ihe ir ideas '-Ind sort OUl mosl software usabilily 

problems and the ncxl slep W'-lS 10 design Ihe e-protolype, 

Spool (1998) indicates llml Ihe m'-lj ority of uS<!hil ily problems can be addressed by three 

prlllcipies namely: alTordance. mental models, and tool time. Affordanees arc the build in 

" clue~" o["how the interface should Ix: uscd, The visuullanguage that help the users know 

what to do arc rellected by the objects like buttons. icons, words and other controls. A lack of 

afi(,rdance would result in usability problcms, Csers subconsciously develop their 0"'11 

menlal models of how an inlerface should work, While toollimc is the lime that the user take 

to figure out how to in teract with the intclface or what the next step should lx. 

III the design ofthc e-prototypc, by concentrating onthc ~bo\c dc~ign principle~ the 

developer was able to elimina1c further usability problems c.g. ~ "hack" buuon on ~ach p,*~, 

~ "ye~" "no" r~dio button used lor NCA customer or not. the words "submit"" "next" "save" 

on specific bUllons. 

4,8. [valuating the Interfllce Design 

The c-Prototyp~ is lh~ result o('the llCfalive p<lrticip~lnry design pmcess foll<med in tenns of 

a sct of integrated ideas and conccpts about what the system and in particular th~ interfacc 
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4. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

should do, behave, and look like, that will be understandable by the users in the manner 

intended. We evaluated the interface to determine if the conceptual design of the interface 

corresponds with the mental model of the users in completion of the required tasks. 

4.8.1. Conceptual Model Extraction (CME) 

The goal of this technique is to evaluate how the users experience the usability of the 

interface the first time they use it. 

The success criteria for the interface design were: 

• The user interface of the calculator must be easy and simple for the Relationship 

Executive to read, use and understand, 

• The use and the result of the intended functionality must conform to the mental model of 

the users. 

4.8.2. The Users 

The CME workshop participants consisted of two Relationship Executives and two 

Structured Product Consultants who were not part of the design team. They were all hand

picked as they have a thorough knowledge of how a fixed rate is quoted to a customer. They 

therefore have their own mental model of how such a calculator interface should look and 

work. 

4.8.3. The Conceptual Model Extraction Session 

The process that we followed was to show the users the e-Prototype interface screens and ask 

them to explain the function of each screen element and how they would perform a particular 

task. The particular tasks to complete were to sign-in and obtain a new fixed rate quote for a 

customer. They have not seen the interface before and screenshots of the interface was 

presented to them. 

The session was conducted with all four participants present, in a controlled environment 

being a boardroom at the bank's premises. The session took most of two hours to complete. 

The different screens were presented to the participants on a computer and the questions as 

per table 3 put to them. 
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./. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

T~lhle]: Questions 

b you w;mled to start a fi ~ed- rate 'lllote,---;;:-h~t lS th-;' Il~t iiiTlg y~;-;;--
II. \~'~'Uld do? 

1 2. II' you wanted to ,ign-m. what wOlild you do'! 

3. II' you 10,1 your pa":""l"d, whal would you do? 

Sign-In Scrccn 

.. ,~ ........ 

4. Whm would yllU do ifit was a quote It" a nL'W Cllstomer? 

Rate In pul Screen I 

---n .~, ........ . 
5. What would yllU do ifit was aquote lur an existing customer'! 

6. How would yOli detennine if Ihe CUSlOmer is a lTected hy the NCA'! 

I 7_ How would yOll grthelp On any oflhe inpllt;':' 

I" How woold ~",'"d'=W ,hi ""U ' .'_' _' _'0_"_'_-_"_-'_"_-'_r_? ______ ±c=:;:==.:;::=.=~, 
L Rate Input Screen 2 

' 9_ How would} Oll inplll the "tontrlli __ tllalteml "~ 

10. What \\ould you input liS the '-Fixed 'lIte term"'! , ... ~-
II. What \\t1l11d you inpllt ~ > the "compounding period"'! 

12. At wh~tlevel wtlllid you input the "proposed credit lmlrgin'''! 
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.f. I'ARTIell' ATORY f)FS/U.\' 

13. How would vou interpret the rmc quoted 011 this screen? 

14. How would }OU saVe thi~ quote and what docs it meall? 

15 How would }OU abandon thi~ quote and J"("qu~st a new quote? 

16. Call you exit lh" quote at any time'! 

17. How would }OU change the quote Or crcdit marglll".' 

18. How would you return to the previou~ ~creen or lhe SCreen you la~t 

worked Oil ? 

Other ques tio n,! 

19. Where do you eXp0Ctthc base ralc to come from? 

20 \Vhcrc do lbe liquidity cosb and qa!utory cost, come from? 

21. I~ this an indicative quote or a firm quolC? 

22. What happ~n, if you savc a quotc? 

4.SA. Findings and AnHlysis 

,,,~ .. . ,," • • .. " .•. '"-... -........ ,-
,-,..,- , """ ".., ...•. ''" ... -"'. H.'~' 

All th~ participants managcd 10 completc the tasks of sign-in and obm in in g a fix~d interest 

rate quote successfully, 1-!0wC\ cr, a number of questions w~re raised by th~ participants alld 

the following wcr~ in,tallecs where clctn~nts difkr from the user's roclltalmodcl. 

-t.S..-\, I. Exi, fing fUlic tion <l1 ity tha t differs fro m expected iu nctionalil}'. 

1. Olle of lhe uscrs wanted to know whm would he the correct format for th~ id alld 

password, Th~ uscr expt.?ctcd to have an indicatiOIl ofwhm format the user id and 

pa~~word ~hould be. This would be the uSer id and pa~sword u~ed 10 lock mlO the bank'~ 

o\'crall ~y'tem~. in othcr word, onc id and pas~"md for all bank ~yslem~. Thi~ i~ 

explain~d by the "help" system and would oc elear to lhe user after repeated use. 
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4. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

2. During log-in the question was raised by one user why the other buttons were not greyed 

out before the user was signed in as it creates confusion as the other button may be used 

without signing in. 

3. One user was not clear what was meant by "NCA Customer". Again this is explained by 

the "help" system and would be clear to the user after repeated use. 

4. If it was an existing customer the users were expecting some search facility to search for 

the customer details. 

5. No indication was given by the interface elements whether the user can search previous 

quotes for a specific customer. 

6. The question was raised whether the quote details presented was an indicative quote and 

for how long was it valid before it expires. The user indicated that it would be a good idea 

to show the time left before the quote expires. The quote will be indicative and will be 

valid from time of quote for 30 minutes. 

7. The users question if the help system is contextual to the element in focus at the time. 

This would make it easier for users to use the help system. 

4.8.4.2. Changes to be made to the interface design. 

1. Before log-in all buttons needs to be greyed out except for the "exit" and "Lost 

Password" buttons. 

2. Add a search facility to search the customer database for existing customers. 

3. A facility must be added to search previous quotes for an existing customer. 

4. The presentation of the quote needs to indicate that the quote is indicative, valid for 30 

minutes, the time of quote, and time left to expiry. 

5. The interface needs to indicate that the help system is indeed contextual to the element in 

focus. 

4.8.4.3. Users impression of the interface design 

As the users were well versed in the fixed rate quoting process and terminology they 

understood what was meant by the following elements; "contractual term", "compounding 

period", "proposed credit margin", "DG rating", "ROEC", "liquidity premium", "statutory 

costs", and interacted with ease and understanding. 

In terms of the user requirements the interface design was, in view of the users, sufficient to 

facilitate the task completion. Apart from the above questions the system's interface offers 

the right features, is easy to reach, use and easy to learn. 
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4. PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

The exercise contributed to understand the user's conceptual model of the system. However it 

did not indicate how the system is learned over time. 
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CONCLUSION 

5. Conclusion 
This research aimed at producing a user-centred mobile interface design for a fixed interest 

rate calculator that will ultimately be developed and used by the Relationship Executives of a 

South African bank. Currently the existing system in use is a cumbersome manual process 

which makes it difficult to respond to customer request fast enough and is prone to human 

error. 

Research has proven that to develop a user-centred interface that will provide "buy-in" from 

the users, the users need to be involved in the design. This calls for participatory or 

collaborative design methods. In this research we have made use of CARD/CUT A and 

PICTIVE participatory design techniques to allow for the capture of the tacit knowledge of 

the specialist users in the interface design. These techniques were proven to be effective since 

1990 and have changed little over the years. 

The result was a mock-up of a paper prototype which was extended to an e-prototype by the 

designer involved in the CARD/CUTA and PICTIVE sessions. 

5.1. Research Questions 

The studies conducted were aimed to answer the following questions: 

Is it possible to make use of user centred design techniques and methods to effectively 

design a mobile interface that includes all the elements and functionality needed to 

obtain a fixed rate quote for a customer? 

From our evaluation it is clear that the user interface does satisfy the user needs and required 

functionality. During the sessions the Relationship Executives were willing to share their tacit 

knowledge with the design group and in view of the openness of the discussions freely 

engage in participative or co-design of the interface. They took ownership of the process and 

became the driving force behind the design. 

The CARD/CUT A participatory design technique used resulted in a comprehensive task 

analysis. The CARD/CUT A workshop were informal, fun, and inexpensive to run and 

encouraged interaction, collaboration, communication, and new ideas. Hocho, (2001) the 

CARD/CUTA techniques allow the project team to focus on the user and the task flow rather 

than other, extraneous and possibly distracting aspects of the interface design. In this research 
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CONCLUSION 

the result was to focus on the tasks that is important in the establishing the design of the 

interface for the fixed rate calculator. The CARD/CUT A technique delivered a poster board 

with the cards completely filled in and attached in the appropriate sequence. However the fact 

that the focus was only on the quoting tasks of the calculator created a dilemma for the 

participants, who being experts in this field wanted to list all the tasks related to the whole 

fixed rate contract process. This was rectified by the facilitator keeping the participant's 

attention on the quoting tasks of the calculator. 

The use of the PICTIVE participatory design technique resulted in a low-fidelity paper 

prototype that eliminated most of the interface design errors and provided a satisfactory 

usability experience. The PICTIVE design session delivered a good conceptual paper 

prototype for further development which was mainly due to: 

- The participants being experts in the establishment of fixed rate contracts for clients. 

- The environment that was created fostered participation of all participants. 

- The interface design was focussed on the task at hand and the design was kept as simple 

as possible. 

However a lack of knowledge in mobile design technology of the participants resulted in the 

facilitator playing a substantial role in what elements would be feasible and what not for the 

interface design especially in the design of the e-Prototype. 

The PD process was short in duration, inexpensive to administer and resulted in a low-fidelity 

prototype that was compliant with what the users think, feel and anticipate about the tasks to 

be completed. 

Does the evaluation of the Interface Design using Conceptual Model Extraction indicate 

a design that is in line with the mental model of the users? 

The interface design was in-line with the mental models of the users as they completed all the 

tasks without difficulty and indicate that the low level prototype performs as expected of a 

fixed rate calculator. They were also of the view that the interface was simple, easy to 

understand and would be a delight to use. 
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CONCLUSION 

5.2. Contribution 

Our research focussed on the effectiveness of using participatory design techniques for the 

design of a user centred interface for a fixed rate calculator. The focus was therefore on the 

design of the user interface and not on system design. During the study is became clear that 

using participatory design techniques would involve direct user participation, allow for user 

idea generation, will take limited time and effort to accomplish, and would be inexpensive. 

Overall, our research provided an insight into the effectiveness in using participatory design 

techniques like CARD/CUTA and PICTIVE methods to design a user interface. The result 

does not limit any future work of developing new and more suitable user centred interface 

design techniques. With the advent of new technologies in mobile design and new design 

tools being introduced every day, new user centred interface design methods are most likely 

to follow. 

5.3. Future Work 

There are number of areas in which our work could be extended, and the following are some 

of the areas. 

5.3.1. Extending the Fixed Rate Calculator 

During this study it was suggested that the tasks be expanded to the full process of building 

an interaction fixed rate calculator to be used in a bank. Further user centred design study 

could be undertaken to expand this interaction system development to a fully functional 

product that can be productively used in the banking sector. 

5.3.2. New Design Tools 

With the explosion in mobile technologies and as mobile banking becomes more popular 

further research may include design tools and new mobile technologies used in the design of 

mobile systems e.g. building quick, inexpensive and effective prototypes. 
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